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Berkeley, California 

September, 1962 

ABSTRACT 

A coincidence apparatus has been developed which permits the measurement 

of energies and intensities of rare alpha groups leading to excited states of 

the product nucleus. It has proved possible to measure transitions with 

intensities as low as 10, and the technique has been used in the present 

study principally to characterize vibrational states. The energies, relative 

• abundances, and multipole orders of the gamma-ray and conversion electrOn 

• 	transitions which de-excite the levels populated by these weak alpha branchings 

can be determined, and these lead to assignments of spin and parity for the 

levels. 

Excited states with spin and parity 0+ (beta vibrations) were confirmed 

230 	234 	238 	20 
in the energy level spectrum of Th , U , Pu 	and Pu 	A corresponding 

state was observed at 780 keV in the energy level spectrum of U235  and was 

given the assignment 1/2+. The reduced alpha transition probabilities to 

states of this type were found generally to be about an order of magnitude 

smaller than the theoretical vlIe for urthindered alpha decay. 

The characterizatIon of these levels simply as beta vibrations 

appears to be inadequate in that there are distinct differences in the modes 

of de-excitation for the different nuclides. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The experiments reported here represent anatempt todevelop a 

general method for studying collective states of vibrational characte' in 

heavy nuclei. The energy levels of nuclei from Th 230  to 0f 25°  have been 

examired. 

All of the nuclei in this regionare known to have nonspherical 

equilibrium shapes Deday-scheme1  andCoulob-éxeitatio 79  studies have 

disclosed a number of e*cited states which canbé described in terms of 

quadrupole and octupole vibrations of an axially symmetric ellipsoid. Some 

of thereasons for this type of description ai'e: (1) these statesappear 

in even-even nuclei below the energy-gap defined by the odd-even mass 

differencej (2) the E2d:E3transition probabilities found in Coulomb 

excitation areenhancéd relative to the single-particleestlmates; (3) 

similar levels seem to appear systematically and show a more or less smooth 

variato of exitation energy with change in mabs number. Vibrations of 

one class, thebeta vibrationS, aredistingulahedid their decay bystrong 

electric monopole transitions Even though it became evident during the 

courCeofthe present workthatthese states Cd uld notbe  described simply 

On leave from the Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Copenhagen, 

Denmark during the period of these: studies 
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inrms of 'a pure beta•.vibration', for ease of ; description ,they,will be called 

"beta vibrational states" in the remainder of this paper 

Although something is known about the location of vibrational states 

and of their characteristics, it seems .certaiO that a much more detailed 

examinat ion would be fruitful. As an example, these states appear not far 

below the energy gap, and an interplay between single particle and collective 

aspects may be expected. The particle aspects will undoubtedly exhibit 

considerable variation from nucleus to nucleus and this suggests that a 

wide range of species.be examined. 

The principal obstacle in studying this, class of energy levels is 

that there exists no widely applicable means of' exciting nuclei to these 

states with the excptioh of 'Coulomb 'excitation Many nuclei of iriterest 

in the heavy element region do not lend themselves to this method because 

of their short lifetimes. Such possible methods as the investigation of 

neutron-capture gamma rays involve the same problerh. 

The alpha decay process has much to' recommend it for this problem 

including the large nuxnberof alpha emitters with suitable half lives and 

the 'discreteness of al phaparticl'e energies. Inded much has already been 

learned.by this route. The limitation here is that states as high as 1 "MeV are 

very poorly populated in alpha decay and therefore one must devise methods 

for1measu]ing alpha groups of very'low intensity.:  In the work,reported 

here, silicon semiconductor detectors used.as  alpha particle spectrometers 

were applied to this prob1em 

The demands upon the equipment may be gauged by calculating from 

alpha decay, theory the maximum expected intensity of analpha group leading 

to a state at some selected energy above the ground state. (The maximum 

intensity has'reference to an alpha emission process which is "unhindered", 
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i e the reduced alpha transition probability to the specific state is the 

same as to the ground state of even-even nuclides ) Table I illustrates 

these guide lines in a somewhat different form Here, we have selected 

-8 
alpha-group intensities of 10 ,and,J0 .. relative to the ground state 

transition and have listed the corresponflng energies of excitation which 

an unhindered transition would reach. For example, in the decay of Pu 23  , 

the alpha intensity of a group leading to a hypohétical state in U 234  
 at 

620 keV should not be greater than 10 	If we are looking for a state at 

about 1170 keV, we should not expect an intensity greater than 10 

To observe a'sufficient number of events requires alpha-count rates 

up to 10 counts/seek.: for intervals of the order of several days. The 

importance of semiconductor counters, compared to gas ionization chambers,. 

lies in the very rapid col1ctibn of the charge generated by the alpha 

particle, which makes it possible to record a higher number of events per 

unit time without serious loss in energy resolution from pile-up effects 

Still, a direct recording of alpha groups of intensities 10 	- 10
-8 

 

relative to the ground state alpha group is not' ossib1e since the weak 

groups will be masked by the low energytail from the main alpha peak 

The transition to the excited state, however, occürsinn coincidence with 

high energy gamma rays or conversion electrons and is hereby distinguishable 

in alpha-gamma and alpha-electron coincidence measurements The high solid 

angle obtainable with semiconductor counters as compared to magnetic spectro-

meters is here: essential. 	 . . 	 . 

Coincidence experiments of the type just mentioned will also yield 

information on the modes of de-excitation of the excited statefl Such 

information will include gamma-ray branching and conversion coefficients, 

data which will be of importance for the characterization and c1a.:icati:n 

of the state. 
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Table I. 

arent nuclide 	Half-life 	, . 	corresponding to an alpha 
Excitaton energy 

intensity_of: 

10 

Ra 	 38 	sec 	., 	.,. 	.900 keV 	., 	 . 	1580 keV 

Ra 2 	, 	' 	3.6 	day 	, 	.. 	730 ''.' 	, 	. 	, 	1330, 

Ra,226 	..1.6 xlO 	yr 	, . 	, 	560," 	 'lO0 

22E Th 	, 	31 mm 	' 	 810 keV 	' 	.1500 keV 

Th228 	. 	' 	' 	'1.9 	yr' 	, 	' 	 6' 	. " 	' 	1200 

Th230 	' 	8.0 x lO 	'yr 	' 	' 	520 	' " 	 970 

U23° 	. 	,21day" 	, 	 700 key' ' , 	1320 keV 

U232 	74': yr 	, 	, 	. 	610 	110 

u23 	, 	2.5x 10 	yr 	 ,.. 	520. 	" 	. 	 980 

p2.36 	 ' 	'2.8 yr 	'' 	 66o keV 	 1250 keV 

p23B 	 90 yr 	 ' 620 	' 	 1170 

p20 	6.6 x 10 3  yr 	 580 	" 	 io6o 

m20 	
. 	, 	7 day 	. 	. 	' 	.730 keV 	 , 1380 keV 

242 
Cm. . , 	163 day 	. 	 720 	"' 	 , 	 . 	 1330 

244 
	yr" 	.' 	.670 	" 	' 	, 	120 	." 

c 26 	. 	 36 h ' 	 ' 	810 keV 	' 	 520 keV 

Cf25° 	 11 yr 	' 	. 	700 	" 	 1290 

Cf252 	' 	' 	2.2 	yr 	' 	' 	. 	 0 	" 	, 	' 	1320 

Fm254 	, 	, 	, 	3.3 h 	, 	 ,. 880 keV 	 1650 keV 
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Some progress had been made pn the. identification of vibrational 

states populated by alpha decay by emplby.ing other types of detectors. 

Penman et al were able to measure directly the intensities of high energy 

gamma rays from a number of alpha emitters These were ones which could be 

obtained in states of high isotropic purity and free of other radioactive 

contaixinants Similarly, several monopole transitions were identified by 

measuring coincidences between the electron lines (anthracene crystal 

detector) and K X-rays All of these measu.reiñents cduld be ma4e with intense 

and thick sources because the alpha particles themselves were not analyzed. 

244  
In one favorable case, the decay of Cm , two of the alpha groups leading to 

the beta vibrational band arotind 870 keV were seen by magnetic alpha spectro- 

10 	 -6 
scopy even though the total intensity of the grp ups was only 2.0 x 10 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Apparatus forMegs1irin Alpha-Garntha 

.nd Alpha-Electron Coincidences 

Figures l(a) and 1 (b) show the source-detector arrangement. The 

sources consisted of thin deposits of the active mateia1s on polystr'ene 

and were prepared as described in Section Il-C. The alpha particle detector 

was a phosphorous-diffused, p-n junctibn, silicon semiconductor of the guard 

ring te, 11  Different detectors with senaltive areas from 0.5 to 2.0 cm in 

diameter could be inserted; most often one of 1 cm in diameter was used. A 

solid angle acceptance close to 50% was attainable with small sources and 

the solid .angle could be varied by moving the brass cylinder on which the 

detector was mounted Normally, no collimation of the alpha beam was 

necessary. Some of the measurements were made with surface barrier counters 12  

and for these, collimation was required to avoid edge effects. The two 

types of counters were otherwise similar in performance. The bias voltage 

varied between 100 and 300 volts for the diffused junction counters. It 

was about 25 volts, for the surface barrier type. 

Figure 1 (a) shows the mounting of the 3x 3 inch NaI•crystal The 

source geometry relative to the crystal was fixed. Careful calibration (.± 5%) 

of t,he:.ov er-all photo and Compton peak efficiencies was made with the 

aid of gamma'ry st andards of Na22,  511 and, M,6 key; Cs137 , 622 key; and 
6o 

Co , 1173 and 1333 'keV. Other standards were used for energy calibration. 

A set of,calibrated absorbers inserted in the slots between source and 

detector were part of the equipment. 

The electron detector, shown in Fig. 1 (b), was an anthracene 

crystal 2.5 cm in diameter and 0.3 cm thick. The photomultiplier tube'was 

sealed vacuum tight against a rubber gasket, and a short light guide provided 

1 
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the oltical contact. The counter was calibrated with- a Cs 137  source (62 1  

keV electron energy) mbunted"oñpolystyrenè; the"ëffective solid, anle was 

found to be 331o. In'oi'der tomeasure'thd response of the'anthracene crystal 

to gamma rays separately, a 0.1 cm aluminum absorber was moved in front of 

the counter (see Fi'g. 1 b). The source backing was chbsen of sufficient 

thickness so that no alpha-particles would reach the electron counter, and 

polystyrene was selected because, it gives a minimum loss of electrons from 

back-scattering. . . . . 

The electronic equipment is shownin' the block diagram, Fig.. 2. 

The amplifiers for the scintillation detectors are of conventional design, 

as are the single-channel and multichannel analyzers. The preamplifier for 

the semi-conductor detector was designed by F. Goulding. 11  The decay constant 

of the output pulse has been,lowered from, 20 to 0.5 isec to accommodate 

higher counting rates. ,A double delay line amplifier was chosen .'in order 

to obtain maximum counting rate although the resolution became decreased 

by a factor of about 1.5 relative to:RC pulse shaping.13 	The 5 megacycle 

scaling unit with variable scaling factor served to decrease the counting 

rate before the 'pulse train .reached the biased amplifier and the multichannel 

analyzer. Output pulses from any of the decade units could trigger the 

linear gate, and with this arrangement it was possible to measure coincident 

alpha spectra and singles alpha spectra without change of counting rate 

and amplifier setti'ngs. A zero cross ovepick-of unit 15  was used to 

extract a time signal for the fast coincidence circuit A pulse generator 

with variable amplitude fed into the first stage of the preamplifier. A 

synchronous pulse could be used to triggcr the fast coincidence unit. 

This arrangement proved ueful during' the development of the system.. The 

pulse generator was stable and linear, and the arrangement was used routinely 

for energy calibration and stability tests 
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The entire alpha counting equipment had to meet very strict require-

ments with respect to resolution (< 0.8%) and stability (<0.2% drift for 

periods of..day). 	. .. 	. 

B. .Gamm-Ra,Speet'ra.Eqipment 

Total gànrnia speëtra werètheasured with a 3 x  3 n. Nal crstal 

coupled to a 100 channel. analrer.. Gamma-gamma coincidende measurements 

were made with two 3 x  3 in. crystals coupled to a standard fast-slow 

coincidence arrangement. The resolving time of the fast circuit was 0.06 

.isec. 

Coincidehcesbetwëen electrons nd'K X-rays were measured with a 

slow coincidence unit (2-4 isec). Detectors were ao,6 in. diameterx 0.1 

in. thiCk anthracene crystal and a 1.5 x 1 in. Nal crystaL covered by a 

beryllium window. 

C. Source Preparation 

Three types of sources were employed. A sample of U2  was available 

which had been prepared by vacuum sublimation onto a nickel foil (22 mg/cm 2  

thickness) and covered an area 2.5 cmin diameter. Other, substances with 

relatively low specific activity (Pu , Pu 	and Cm ) were likewise 

mounted by vacuum sublimationof the oxides or chlorides, but the backing 

material for these was polystyrene of 5 or 10 mg/cm 2  thickness. The activities 

covered areas of 0.8 cm diameter. The shorter-lived activities (Cm 	, Cf 

.E253  and Fm25)  were deposited from solution into a thin ion-exchanger film 

(10 - 15 igm/cm 2 ) preared on the surface of the polystyrene by controlled 

sulfonation with fuming sulfuric acid. 1  The diameters of these sources 

ranged from 0.3 to 0.8 cm. 
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III. PR0CEDE 

Ty-pically, the gamma-ray or electron singles spectrum was measured 

first, employing standards for energy calibration as already mentioned Next, 

measurements were made of the al•pha-paticIe singles spectrum to establish 

the source strength and to obtiti an energy calibration. The energy calibra-

tion was aided by the precisely linear pulse generator. 

In Order to avoid excessive countingräte's in thebiased ampIif.ierudnd 

pulse height analyzer in the singles Peasurement, only those pulsesgated 

by the output of the scaling unit were allowed to pass thiough the llnear 

gate and into the remainder of the equipment The scaling factor was 

adjustable in powers of 10 and ranged from 1 to 10 

• After the. singles measurements, the delay on the gamma-ray input to 

the fast coincidence unit was adjusted using either the source under inves-

tigation or a 
243 
 standard source 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, in the coincidence measurements the 1 

sec linear gate allowed alpha pulses to pass onto the biased amplfier if 

a fast coincidence had occurred. Using either of the single channel analyzers 

wehad the choice of recording the alpha spectrum in coincidence with a 

particular gamma energy band or the gamma-ray spectrum in coincidence with 

a selected alpha energy. The coincidence measurement normally ran for one 

or more days. After completion of the coincidence measurement the singles 

spectra, the energy calibrations, and the measurement of the delay curve 

were repeated to check the stability. The coincidence runs were then 

resumed if the stability proved stifactory and better counting statistics 

were required. 

The intensity of a peak in the coincidence spectrum was calculated 

by comparing it to the accumulated number of alpha pulses in the ground state 
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peak determined from the singles spectrum aiid the length of the counting 
a 

interval The intensity had to be corrected for absorption, solid angle, 

and detection efficiency of thscinti11ator, A.siall correction for losses 

from pile-up effects was also required, and finally a correction was made 

for the efficiency of the fast coincidence circuit. For thispurpooe,we 

used Cm 2  which has abundant alpha groups of well known intensity 1  in. 

coincidence with 210,228 and 278 keV IThtransitons We also used the more 

indirectly determined intensities of gamma rays and conversion electrons 

de-exciting the 810 keVOQ+) 17  state in 
234 

 U 	seen in the decay of.Pu235 

In both of these cases we found that coincidence efficiency was 75(± 5)% 

whether gating with e1ectronsor gamma rays. This efficiency was unexpectedly 

low and was doubly puzzling in that it did not depend on the scintillator 

used. However, the result was found to be reproducible. 
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IV RESULTS 

	

A.Pu 	-U 

2311. 
Vibrational states in U 	obtained by studying the beta decay of 

2311. 	 2311. 	 2,3 
Pa 	and electron capture decay of Np 	have been reported 	as fol1ows 

810 keV (00+), 850 keV (02A, 795 keV (oi-), 922 keV (22+) and 10 1111 keV (00+) 

The spectrum shown in Fig. 3 displays the alpha groups which are in 

coincidence with gamma rays of energy > 350 keV. By setting the gamma-ray 

gate at this energy, the relatively intense alpha transitions to the ground-

state rotational band were excluded. However in all spectra so taken the 

intense ground-state transition always appeared because of chance coincidences 

It is seen that only a single alpha group appeared in true coincidence, this 

to a state in u23,  800 (± 15) keV above the ground state. This level is 

identified with 00+ state at 810 keV mentioned above. There is no evidence 

for a transition to the 02+ member of this band although the resolution is 

not sufficiently good to set a very low limit 

Somewhat better resolution was obtained when the alpha spectrum was 

measured in coincidence with electrons (see Fig. Ii-). Here again, the only 

alpha group seen was that toa state of 800 keV. Thepeak shape super-

imposed in Fig. 4 is that which would have been obtained if the population 

to the 02+ vibrational state was relatively the same as to the analogous 

02+ state of the ground-state band, and if the HO transition probability 

from the 02+ state were the same as from the 00+ state. It may be worth, 

noting that with this particular nuclide, Durham et al. 8  failed to see any 

HO transition in their otherwise successful attempts to observe 02± states 

230 	232 	236 by Coulomb excitation. (Th, Th, u 	and u28) 
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In the present work the total population of the two levels in the 

beta band is 1.2 x 10 
6  , in good agreement as mentioned earlier with the 

intensity determined by gamma-ray singles and K X-ray-electron coincidence 

measurements. 	The alpha intensity corresponds to a hindrance factor of f9ur. 

No attempt is made at present to obtain a lower limit for hindrance factor for 

the transition to the 02+ state. 

23 
For,  the two higher lying levels found in Pa 	decay, upper limits 

can be established on the alpha population and from these, thinimum values 

for hindrance factors. We find for the alpha decay to the 22+ state at 

922 keV, HF> 20; to the 10keV level, HF >10, This information is summa-

rized: in Fig. 5 along with that from other studies. 

In searching for extremely rare events accompanying the alpha decay 

process, spurious gamma rays ari.sing from nuclear reactions of the alpha 

238 particles may be encountered. An intense sample of Pu 	which showed clearly 

the 765 keV gamma ray, (from the Bio keV state to the 44 keV state) also had 

a gamma ray of 880 keV which grew in intensity as the sample aged. This 

was finally deduced to be the 875 keV transition in 0 17  excited by the 

reaction, N 	 (a,p) 017  the Pu238,which was initially wet, gradually dried 

permitting air to come in contact with the alpha particles. The same gamma 

ray had been noted in a number of other cases in which the source mounting 

permitted the 'alha particle to come into contact with air. Figure 6 shows 

238 
the gamma spectrum of Pu ; in the top section an air gap of 1/8" was 

permitted between the source and a protecting foil, in the lower section a 

1-mil nickel foil was placed in loose conthct with the source. It is seen 

that the peak at 880 keV is strongly diminished. 
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2i-0 
B. Cm 	4PU 

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with gamma rays of etiergy > 480 

keV, Fig. 7, shows two peaks with energies corresponding to the 01- state 

at 610 keV and the 00+ state at 870 key.16 It appears that the alpha grou .p 

to the 610 keV ' T state t ' is irregular and broad indicating a considerable 

population of the higher lying 03 -  rotational state. 

Figure 8 shows the gamma-ray spectrum which is in coincidence with 

the alpha group (4.92 MeV) which populates the beta vibrational state at 

870 keV. It reveals unexpected complexity. There is seen not only an 

825 keV (E2) transition, but also the gamma rays de-exciting the 01- state 

/ 
plus a 262 keV transition. This can only mean that the 00+ level de-excites 

via the 01- state. A gamma-gamma coincidence experimeflt confirmed qualitatiely 

and quantitatively the existence of the cascade. A portion of these cascading 

gamma rays will be recorded simultaneously by the NaI-crysta.TL, because of the 

close geometry, and contribute as a sum peak to the 825 keV events. Correcting 

for this we find the intensities shownin. Table II. 

• 	• 	 TableII. 	 •• - 

244  
Cm 	 i rays ncoincidence with a870 	 S 

Enery (eV) 	Type 	• 	Intensity per Cm2  a decay 

262 	 El 	 1.2 (± 0  3) 

570 	 El 	 l. (± 0.3) x 106 
6103 
825 	 (E2) 	 6 5 (± 2) x 10 
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• 	It is possible to deterftiine the ttal conversion coefficient of the 

262 keV transitieh by a comparison of intensities in the cascade. They 

should be equal if no internal conirersion takes place. Using the theoretical. 

conversion.coefficient of the 570-610 keV El groups we find for the 262 

keV transitdon a total conversion coefficient of .0.1.5 ± 0.08;. The theoretical 

coefficient 	06 for an El transition, 0.33  for E2, and much higher values 

for other multipolarities. 

The---.c.o.icidence spectrum between alpha particles and electrons of 

energy greater than 450  keV is shown in Fig. 9. The only alpha group with 

_8  intensity greater than 1 x 	was th.t to the 870 keV state. In particular, 

the upper limit can be applied to the states at 600 keV and confirms the 

El assignment for the transitions to the ground state band. 

The intensity of all electron coincidences from the 870 keV level is 

9.5 (± 2) x 108 	If we assume the 825 keV tranition to be E2, its contri- 

bution to the cohversion electrons is 1.2 x 10 and we are left with 

8.3 (± 2) x 0_8  for the 870 keV monopole transition. This interpretation 

is consistent with the assumption that the 870 keV level is a 00+ state. 

If this were not so the 825 keV gamma ray could be an 41 transition in 

which case all of the intensities would be different and the 870 keV 

transition could not be ED,. However, the 870 keV state is most likely the 

same as the 867 keV state found in. the beta decay of.Np20  which was 

6 	 . 
showrr definitely to decay by an ED transition. 

The total population of the 01- band is 1.1 (± 0.2) x 106, 

HF = 100±20 . andofte.ánd.23 (±o,) x 10 -6  HF =3 ± 05 As 

mentioned before, a direct measurement with a magnetic alpha spectrograph 

showed1°  two alpha groups which were identified as populating the beta 

band. The intensities were 1.55 (± .16) x 106 for the 00+ state at 863 
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keV and 0.50 (± 0.08) X 10 7  for the .02+ state at 903 keY. The present 

determination compares reasonably well with the sum, 2.5 (± .18) x lo 

A 22+ state has been reported at 92 keV. 6  The absence of a 

corresponding alpha group in the •present study permits us to set a lower 

limit on the hindrance factor for this group: HF > 100. All of the inf or-

mation discussed here is summarized in Fig. 5. 

2112a 	238 
C.Cm 	-iPu 

In previous measurements of the Cm2 
2 
 high-energy singles gamma-

ray spectrum, ' 	gamma rays of 562, 60, and 890 keV were observed. 
518 

E1ectoh spectra mèasuremen4indicatd a 91J(± 2) keY transition with 

an intensity of 5 x 10. The 605 and 562 keY transitions were characterized 

as El transitions originating from a 01- state at 605 keV and decaying to 

he ground and first excited states of PU 238  The 890 keV photon and the 

94 keV electron transitions were characterized as E2 and EQ transitions 

respectively, decaying from a 00+ state to the first excited state and 

round state of pu238 Albridge and Hollander measured the conversion 

	

238 	238 
electron spectra in the beta decay of Np 	to Pu 	and tentatively 

assigned the 00+ state at 9+3.1 .±11)'keV; 	. 	. 

Our measurements with Cm22  were complicated by he presence of a 

few percent by activity of Cm23  in the source. Thus it was not possible 

from our measurements alone to establish which groups belong to Cm22  and 

which to Cm243, . 

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with gamma rays showed groups of 

5.51, 5.27 and 5.18 lvleV (see Fi .g. 10). The alpha spectrum in coincidence 

with electrons showed a prdothinant peak at 5.17 MeV with very little 

evidence for the 5.27 or 5.51 MeV groups (see Fig. 11). The gamma-ray 
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spectrum in coincidence with the 5.18 MeV grou,p showed gamma rays of 755 

and 900 keV and"weaker ones of 470 and 580 keV. In' coincidence with the 

5. 2 7 MeV group was predominantLy the gamma ray at 755 keV (see Fig 12) 

The 5.51  MeV group agrees 
I

well with the expected ené'ry for 'populating 	'7 

the previously assigned 01'-s'tate at 605' keV. Its intensity, 2.8 (± '0.5)  x lo 

is likewise in good agreement with 'the s'uni of the 'intensitès of the 562 and 

605 keV radiations previously observed, 5  3.2 x 1O 6 . Comparfson of the 

intensity of the 5.51 'MeV group'in. coincidence with gamma rays and electrons 

establishes a maximum conversion coefficient for the " 600 keV gamma rays of 

1%. This value is consistent only with an El assignment for these transitions 

and confirms the spin and parity assignment of I - for the 605 keV level. 

The hindrance factor for the alpha population to this level is 160 ± 30 

from our measurement. 

The 5.17 MeV alpha group which we observed in coincidence with 

electrons agrees well with the expected energy for populating the 00+ state 

at 	940 keV. The observed intensit y 3.4 	0.8) x 10 	is in 'reasonable 

agreement with the previous measurement of the conversion electron inten-

sity, 5 x10 7 . The intensity of the 900 keV gamtha ray in coincidence 

with the 5.18 MeV alpha groups, 2.6 (± 0,8) x 10, is appreciably smaller 

than the intensity of' the 890 keV gamma ray', observed in the previous gamma-

ray singles measurement, 8 x 10 7 . Fdr the reasons given in the earlier 

section on pu238  results, the singles measurement probably contained a 

14 
considerable portion of an 87.5 keV gamma ray resulting from a N (ap) 

017  reaction. The intensity of the conversion electron de-exciting the 

940 keV state relative to the gamma rays is only consistent with the 

presence of an E0 transition. 'Thus our results confirm the 00+ assignment 

for the 90 keV state in p238.  The total population to the beta band is 

6 (± 1 .5) x 10 giving a HF of 10 ± 3. No population of the gamma vibrational 
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state (:22+) at 1030 keV is observed and allówer limit of 20 can be 'set for 

thE hidai 'e'factor.'  

The 580 keV gamma ray" Observed' in 'coincidence with the '5.18 'MeV 

alpha grou'could represent a' small 'amount 'of'decay"of the 00+ state through 

the 01- statC but'it must'be caüéd at least in part by a small overlap of 

the ielatively intense 5.51 MeV'el'ha group in the 5.18 MeV gate. Therefore, 

the intenity of'the 580"keV'ath'a ray ., ' 6 x l08  'represents only an upper 

limit 'to the branching from the '00+ through the 01- state ( ' 10%)'. This 

20 
relatively small value is in contrast to the corresponding situation in Pu 

where this branching is over 60%. 

The 755' keV gamma' ray was observed to be in coincidence with both 

the 5.18 and 5.27 MeV alpha groups. No gamma .ray of this energy has been 

	

................ 	.. 	.. 	.' .•, 	22' observed in either the singles gamma ray spectrum of Cm 	alpha decay or 

238 	 : 	 ' 	 23 
the beta decay'of Np ....... .. If the 5.27 MeV al'pha group"belonged to Cm 

inensfty' 1.0. x I0' 5 "per Cin 	alpha  deCay) it would populate a state 

800'kev abovethe ground 'st'ate of Pu 239 . This state"could then de-excite 

to 'the 'kno state ofPu 23  at 57 keV by an 750  keV tr'ansition, in good 

'agrernent 'with the observed gaflima-ray energy of 755 keV. The 755 keV gemma 

ray in coincidence with the "5.18 MeV alpha group, "as well as the 470 keV 

tr"ans'itidn 'may also 'belong "to 'h' dCay of C2' ..  

'19 	. 	22.. 	. 

	

More recent measurements on a pure Cm 	sample prove that the 

5.27 NOV alpha group and the 70" 'and 755  kCV g"a rays do not belOng tO 

2-2.' 	... 	'; 	.. 	' 	' 	'. the decay of Cm 	.' The ljmit on the El cascade'transitions has been reduced 

to 0 .41  of"the.'tdtal 'populatiOn of the 00+ state. 
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D. p239 	
235 

As mentioned in the introduction, the characteristic. associationof 

strong electric monopole transitons with beta vibrational states might make 

it possible to identify one in an odd-A nucleus where the hgh density of a 

particle states makes the identification of vibrational states difficult. 

Figure 13 shows the result of an alpha-electron coincidence measurement with 

Pu239 . Forty7six events were observed in as many hours, but they still 

establish very clearly an alpha group to a state or a band at 780 keV, 

de-exciting by electron emission of intensity 7 (± 2) x 10_8..  This agrees 

reasonably well with the value found by KX-ray. electron coincidence', 2°  

1.5 (± 0.8) x l0. In the alpha spectrum in coincidence with. gamma.rgys 

of energy above 680 keV the peak is found again, with intensity 1.8 (± o.) x10 7. 

The total intensity:: is 2.5 '(± 0.8) x 10, corresponding to HF = 25 ± 8. 

The level.dcays by 28% electron emission and 72% gamma emission. This 

demonstrates the occurrence of an E0 transition and thus of. a beta vibrational 

state (or band). The least hindered ,alpha group in Pu239  has HF = 2.., so' 

relative to this group the HF for the alpha decay to the 780 keV state is 

only 10 ±3. The least hindered group populates the well known.1/2+isomeric 

level, in U 235 , a few electron volts above the 7/2 - ground state.. The 

logical assignment to the 780 keV leveI is then 1/2±. It is interesting to 

consider the possibility of ahother beta vibrational band based upon the. 

235 	 ' 
ground state of U , one which could be reached by Coulomb excitation. 

"If the discriminator l.ev  for the gamma counter. is lowered to 580 

keV a peak at 4.51 MeV is observed corresponding to a level at 60 (± 20) 

keV. Gamma radiation in this energy raige has been previously observed. 2122  

Our intensity, 8 (± 3.) x lO, corresponds to a HF of 75 ± 30, or 25 ± 8 
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relative to the least hindered alpha group. The 11.51 MeV peak i not seen 

in the electron run; the conversion, coefficient derived is ,ualtto or less 

than 0.01 which allows an unambiguous El assignment.. We have assigned the 

state as K = 1/2 —  ii.analogy to the 1- states in even-even nuclei (see. 

Fig. 5) ,  A similar ty.pe  of assignment has been made in the energy levels 

225 	 229 	. 	2 	. 	 239 .. 
of Ac 	populated by Pa 	alpha decay, 	and for levels in U 	at 690 

keV and at 665 ,keV deduced from measurements of gamma .rays following thermal 

neutron capture in U 23821.1  

E. u23 	Th23° 

Several levels above the ground state rotational band were previously 

kno 	in Th230 : a 01- state226  at 508 1[' a0.state5627 at 634 keV 

and a 22+ state26 at 783 keV. Fige 14 shows the alpha spectrum found in 

coincidence with electrons in the present work. The energy of the state in 

Th230  populatad by the .12 MeV alpha particles, 650 (± 20) keV, is in  

23' 	'25 
good agreement with the value deduced from U 	gamma..ray and electron 

spectra, 5  635 'keV, and a more ,precise value of 631 keV, meastired4n the 

electron captqre decay26  of Pa230 . The value for the intensity of a650  in 

coincidence with electrons, 2.1 (± 0.5) x 10, is higher than previously 

reported, 5  6 x _8 for the Kline. The gamma spectrum measured in coincidence 

with 3.98 	MeV alpha particles (see Table iii) was in good agreement 

5 	23 with the results of a measurement of the singles gamma spectrum of u. 
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•,,,Tab1e , III'  

234, 
gamma rays -in coicidence with alpha pafticlés 

a energy (key) 	 'mteitr 'per u23 d dy' '' 	Prerious work 5 ' 21  

(± 1) x 	 3 x 10 OIJ 

	

585 	 1.2(± p.5) x 10 	 1.6 x .10 

	

(io) 	 <0.3 x 1071 	 . .. . 

The hindrance factor for the 01- band is 300 ± 80; for the 00+ band it 

is -i-o ± 10; and for the 22+ state HF > 20. 

252a.. 28 
F. Cf 	-Cm 

The measurements were complicated by the presence of spontaneous 

fissions (3% of all Cf 252  alpha decays). These produced abundant electrons 

and gamma rays which contributed not only chance coincidences with alpha 

particles but also true coincidences with the fission-fragments  gamma rays 

making it difficult to observe very low intensity alpha groups. Saturated 

pulses from the high energy fission fragments triggered the zero cross-over 

pick-off unit later.than those from the lower energy aJpha pulses. It was 

thus possible to stop most of the high energy fission pulses from passing 

through the linear gate and flooding the biased amplifier which was sen-

sitive to high, count rates. 

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with gamma rays of energy greater 

than 225 keV gives indication of an alpha group of abundance 1 x 10 

going to an excited state at 680 keV. More prudently it can be said that 

there is no evidence for the population of excited states above 400 keV 

decaying directly to the ground state band by transitions of intensity 

greater than 2 x 10. The corresponding limit for an alpha eectron 

measurement, discriminating at 400 keV electron energy, is 6 x 10. 
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From this it-it esuly calculated that there arno unhindered alpha 
211.8 

transitions to levels in Cm 	between 820 keV and 400 keV. There arè nO 

alpha transitions with HF 10 to levels between 660 keY, and 11.00 keV, etc. 

If we define a hregular  beta vibrational state as having HF 10 and decay-

ing by fast EQ and E2 transieions in equalintensity we can say that there 

is no regular' beta band in çm28 between 860 keY and.1.00 keY. 

253a 29 
'G. E. .......Bk 

From an alpha spectrum measured in coincidence with gamma rays of 

energies above 460 keV there is questionable indication of a level at 980 

kV populated in an intensity 2 x 10. More sely a limit of 4 x 106  is 

established. A measurement with electrons of energy above 400 keV gives a 

limit of 1 ,x 101. The limits apply to levels above 700 keV. Below this 

energy the spectrum is obscured by a rotational band built on a 388 keY 

intrinsic state and decaying by lvii transitions. 

It follows that no unhindered alpha groups populate states in Bk29 

(decaying within 0.02 p.sec by radiation of energy greater than 460 key) 

between 1070 keV and 700 keY. No alpha transitions with HF < 10 goes to 

levels between 900 and 700 keV etc. It can also be said that there is no 

regular' beta band below 1120 keV. 

H. Fm2 5 a Cf25° 

A limit of 7 x 10 _6  can be established from an alpha spectrum 

measured in coincidence with gamma energies above 540 keV. A.limit of 
I 

3 x 10 resulted from a measurement with electron energies above 500 keY. 

250 
There is thus no unhindered alpha transiton to levels in Cf 

between 1080 keV and 540 keV, and no alpha group with HF <10 populates 
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levels between880 .keV and. 540 .keV etc. There is no regular" beta band. 

below 930  keV 

V. SUMMARY AJD DISCUSSION 

Figure 5 summarizes the results. The information obtained for the 

octupole bands and the ganimavibrational bands does not go substantially 

beyond what is already known and will need no disc.ussion here. 

A quantity of interst28  for the characterization of the 00+ beta 

vibrational excitation is the ratio of the EQ K-conversion electron intensity 

to the E2 gamma intensity. 

....... ........: 

K (0 -, 2) = w1  (E2) 

The experiment measures the tbtal EQ intensity. The ratio of L to K 

conversion has been consistently found to be sd 0.2 in accord with theory. 

Allowing for conversion in hither shells, we will use K/ka,M ... = 0.77 as 

a correction factor in order to obtain the K conversion intensity. Unfor- 

tunately the energy resolution has not in generalbeen sufficient to resolve 

the 00+ level from the 02+ rotational state. It is a reasOnable assumption 

though, supported by the exprimeb, that at least 70% of the alpha decay 

goes to the 02+ level. The measurement therefore relates largely to the 

00+ state. The possible error introduced in the experimental 	(QT - 2) 

is accordingly of the order of 20-40% at most. With this reervation the 

data can be presented as shown in Table IV. 
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230' 
The alpha decay hindrance factors are low with the exception of Th' 

230 
No beta vibrations have been observed in the nuclei lighter than Th 	It 

would be interesting to know whether this has to do with a systematic increase 

in the hindrance factor and/or the excitation energy 

The 780 kéV state, in U 235  is similar to the 00+ s'ate.in the neighbor, 

u23  , although pK iS somewhat smaller. The well 'established concept of the 

low-energy level spectrum ofa deformed odd-A nucleus as resulting from a 

single particle coupled to an even-even core in which the particle can be 

excited independently can thus, very logically, be extended to include low 

energy excitations of the core. It would be interesting, and it seems 

possible, to investigate other odd-A alpha emitters in the same mass region. 

A startliig feature of present studies is the drop in 	by a 

factor of ten occurring between Pu 	and Pu 	It is very difficult to 

understand this in terms of a purely collective model of adiabatic vibrations. 

It gives evidence for an inability to distinguish the collective vibrational 

aspect from the particle 'aspct in any general way. Keeping in:mind the lack 

of success in identifying TregularT  beta vibrations in the still heavier 

nuclei, one might speculate that the well established vibrational states 

found in the region from 'Th22  to •pu28  may not be general for all nuclei 

in the regions of stable defbrmations An alternative decription in terms 

	

29-32: •.., 	 30 
of quasi particles may be,,fruitful 	'; e.g. Vor,os et al. 	have calculated 

a 0+ quasi particle 'stfe' shbuld lie as low as 1.2 MeV, for pu20 and 	
244 

It is interesting to note' that a recent theoretical treatment of the vib-

rational, quadrupole excitations by. Marshalek 3 T shows the prevalent collective 

230 	238. 
nature of the vibrational states found in the region from Th I 

to Pu 	is 

considerably weakened for those nuclei which have higher masses, but remain 

below the 152 neutron subshell. 	 . 	 . 
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Fig. 1. Source detector arrangement; (a) for alpha-gamma 
coincidence measurements and (b) for alpha-electron 
coincidences The position of the semiconductor alpha 
detector can be varied relative to the source whereas the 
source geometry for the scintillation detectors is fixed 
Absorbers can be inserted in front of the scintillation 
detectors. The electron absorber -is shown in position 1 (b), 

n although ia normal run it is moved away.  
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Fig. II.. Alpha spectrum of Pu23  in coincidence with conversion 
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Resolution 45  keV. The shape of the alpha groups to the 
ground state band as recorded in the singles spectrum has 
been drawn at the position of the 11.70 MeV peak for 
comparison (thin line). 
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alpha particles of the 4.92 MeV peak (see Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 9. Alpha spectrum of Cm 	in coincidence with conversion 

electrons.> 450 keV. The squares refer to a control 
experiment in which the response of the anthracene detectoi 
is recorded separately. 
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Fig. 10. Alpha spectrum of Cm 	containing a few percent Cm 
in coincidence with gamma rays > 400 keV. In two subsequent 
experiments the gamma rays in coincidence with the alpha 
peaks at 5.18 MeV and 5.27 MeV have been recorded (see 
Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 11. Alpha spectrum of Cm , containing a few percent 

Cin2 1 3, in coincidence with electrons > 350 keV. 
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Fig. 12. Gaa ray spectrum of 22 containing a few percent 
243, in coincidence with alpha particles (see Fig. 10): 

(a) in coincidence with 5.18 MeV- alpha particles, (b) in 
coincidence with 5.27 MeV alpha particles. 
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FiglLi. Alpha spectrum of U 234  in coincidence with electrons 
> 320 keV. The shape of the alpha groups to the ground 
state as recorded in the singles spectrum has been drawn 
at the position of the 4.12 MeV peak for comparison (thin 
line). The squares refer to a control experiment in which 
the response of the anthracene detector to gamma rays is 
recorded separately. 
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